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MNSTAR Group Highland Holdings, LLC Makes Leadership Moves on the Heels of a 
Successful Year Under New Ownership 

An influx of new business has led to the need for more workers including 14 hires in 
the past two months   

 
Bovey, MN (June XX, 2021) – MNSTAR Group Highland Holdings, LLC announced today the hiring of Jim 

Johnson as Vice President of Sales and the promotion of Tammy Wersal to Vice President of Operations. 

These personnel moves come as MNSTAR has experienced significant growth in its’ first year since 

Highland Holdings purchased MNSTAR Technologies in September of 2020. 

MNSTAR Group Highland Holdings, LLC is a leader in providing electrical system solutions and high-

quality customized manufactured wire harnesses. Founded nearly 30 years ago in a Grand Rapids 

basement and garage, MNSTAR has grown to be a leader in the custom wire harness industry that 

serves industries and manufactures in the marine, emergency vehicles, government/D.O.T, utility, 

recreation, agriculture, and construction specialty vehicles. 

MNSTAR takes pride in the fact it remained open throughout the pandemic and due to growth in sales, 

the company has been able to hire new employees in the last 60 days.  

“We are still looking to hire more people,” said Wersal. “These are very exciting times as we continue to 

expand our business within our core market.” 

Johnson comes to MNSTAR with 25 years of manufacturing and sales experience. He said he looks 

forward to maintaining and enlarging MNSTAR’s recent growth. 

“This is a wonderful opportunity to lend my experience on both the build and sales side of 

manufacturing to a company with a long-standing tradition of quality and excellence,” said Johnson. “I 

am eager to help drive sales as we strengthen our relationships with new and existing partners.” 

https://mnstar.com/
https://mnstar.com/


Wersal said she is extremely honored to transcend into a larger leadership role within the company. 

With more than 20 years of experience in operations management, Wersal brings a wealth of 

knowledge and insight into the demanding role of leading a growing company. 

“There is never a dull moment in this jack-of-all-trades position,” said Wersal. “We have experienced 

growth from a sales and workforce standpoint amid many challenges including supply chain challenges.” 

Both Johnson and Wersal believe big opportunities are on the horizon for MNSTAR. Business growth and 

creating jobs are good indicators that plans laid out last fall are coming to fruition. 

“Despite everything that has happened, we have adapted and become stronger as a business,” said 

Wersal. “Our hope is that in the next year or so we can report even more substantial growth.” 

 

About MNSTAR Group Highland Holdings, LLC: 

Founded in 1993, MNSTAR is a leader in providing electrical system solutions and high-quality 

manufactured wire harnesses with "Quality by Design". MNSTAR designs innovative solutions that 

provide manufacturability to the customer and serviceability to the end user. This strategy allows 

MNSTAR Technologies to maintain an overall leadership position in the Emergency, Commercial Truck, 

Quality OEM, Marine and Energy markets.   Attention reporters and editors – all of the newsmakers in 

this release are available for interviews – to make scheduling easy and hassle free – contact Robb Leer 

publicist 612.701.0608 robbl@leercommunication.com   for more information on MN Star Technologies 

go to  https://mnstar.com/ or https://www.facebook.com/MNSTAR.Group.1   
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